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Hello, Meredith Hill families!  We offer many ways to keep you informed as we navigate remote 
learning:   
 Emails sent through Synergy 
 Messages/announcements sent through Remind (info at https://www.fwps.org/Page/7570 ) 
 Weekly newsletters (this one and the recently launched Orca News) 
 Monday Q & A Zoom meetings available with various staff members 
 Our Facebook page (www.facebook.com/MeredithHillFWPS) — please follow us! 
 Our website (www.fwps.org/meredithhill) — includes links to staff Canvas sites 

If you have questions and want to contact us directly, we are here to help you!  Our staff directory is on our 
website:  https://www.fwps.org/domain/936 . 

 

 
 
 
 
 
A shadow is made when light is blocked by an object.  
The shadow shows the shape of the object and changes 
size depending on how close the object is to the source 
of the light. 
 
These ideas for exploring shadows are from the       
National Association for the Education of Young  
Children (NAEYC) website: 

https://www.naeyc.org  
 
 Look for shadows of the things you see when you 

are outdoors (e.g. people, cars, animals, trees/
plants) and indoors (e.g. pets, furniture, toys).  

 Watch for the way your shadow "walks” with you 
— try to play with your shadow!  

 Move your arms/legs or jump around to make    
different shadow shapes. 

 Outline larger shadows with chalk on the sidewalk 
and see how the shadows change later in the day. 

 Outline indoor shadows by tracing them on paper. 
 Measure the lengths of shadows with yarn/string or 

a tape measure and see how they compare at      
different times of the day. 

 Ask questions or make comments that help your 
child think about shadows:  

 * Let’s see what happens to your shadow if you 
step forward or back.  

 * What happens if we stand close together? 
 * Where is the sun in the sky right now? (Ask this 

at different times of the day and talk about         
differences.)  
* Do shadows change on cloudy days? 

 
 

Ready to read but you don’t have a book on 
hand?  Or are you ready to change things up a 
bit?  Try these ideas are from the King   
County Library System (www.kcls.org/
blogs): 
 
Write and tell your own stories. Take turns 
making up stories.  Write them down and   
illustrate for added fun! 
 
Watch with captions. Turn the captions on 
to read as you watch TV or movies.  
 
Make lists. Reading can be 
fun and functional! To Do lists, 
grocery lists, favorite things — 

the list goes on! 
 
Sing. If you don’t 
have a karaoke machine, write down 
the lyrics to favorite songs to read  
as you sing.  

 
Hunt for words. Find 
and read words around 
your home. Look for 
words out in the neighbor-
hood and community, too 
(e.g. street signs, yard 
signs, billboards, and 
storefronts).  
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